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Sia - Pictures
Tom: G

            [Primeira Parte]

D                     Gbm
You have her pictures, you have her pictures
C                            G
You have her pictures everywhere
D                          Gbm
You're covered in stitches, you're covered in stitches
C                                             Gm
You think I can't see them but I know they're there

[Refrão]

D         Gbm           Bm   D       Gbm    Bm
Take her down from the wall, let yourself fall
D              Gbm        Bm
You can keep her frozen, dormant at your core
         C         G               Bb        C        D
You can try to move on, tripped by stitches come undone

[Segunda Parte]

D                       Gbm
You lost your big heart, you lost your big heart
C                              G
You lost your big heart beating bare
D                       Gbm
She gave you a new start, she gave you a new start
C                                G
But you know you'd lost her to despair

[Ponte]

( Gbm  Bm  Gbm  Bm )

[Refrão]

D         Gbm           Bm   D       Gbm    Bm

Take her down from the wall, let yourself fall
D              Gbm        Bm
You can keep her frozen, dormant at your core
         C         G               Bb        C        D
You can try to move on, tripped by stitches come undone

[Terceira Parte]

D                            Gbm
Your skin burns and prickles, your skin burns and prickles
C                            G
Your skin burns and prickles when she's near
D                       Gbm
You try to play it cool, you try to play it cool
C                           G
You try to play it cool but you're filled with fear

[Refrão]

D         Gbm           Bm   D       Gbm    Bm
Take her down from the wall, let yourself fall
D              Gbm        Bm
You can keep her frozen, dormant at your core
         C         G               Bb        C        D
You can try to move on, tripped by stitches come undone

D         Gbm           Bm   D       Gbm    Bm
Take her down from the wall, let yourself fall
D              Gbm        Bm
You can keep her frozen, dormant at your core
         C         G               Bb        C        D
You can try to move on, tripped by stitches come undone

[Final]

         C         G               Bb        C        D
You can try to move on, tripped by stitches come undone
         C         G               Bb        C        D
You can try to move on, tripped by stitches come undone
         C         G         Bb      C      D
You can try to move on, or maybe she is the one

Acordes


